VISUAL AID RESOURCE LIST
AVAILABLE FROM MADERA COUNTY 4-H OFFICE

Property of University of California, Cooperative Extension, Madera County, 328 Madera Avenue, Madera, CA 93637; (209) 675-7879.

Categories:
I. General
II. Demonstrations
III. Home Economics
IV. Animal Science
V. Livestock Judging
VI. Mechanical Science
VII. Natural Resources
VIII. Plant Science

I. GENERAL

Videos:
1a. 4-H Leader Orientation (SCRegion). 33 minutes.
1b. 4-H Leader Orientation (SCRegion). 33 minutes.
1d. 4-H Leader Orientation (SCRegion). 33 minutes.

3. Developing Capable People by Stephen Glen. Part 1-33 minutes, Part II-34 minutes, Part III-22 minutes.


5. 4-H Club Meeting, Becoming a Project Leader, Projects and Activities, Using Resources, Understanding Youth, Teaching Methods, Working with Parents.

6. 4-H What's it All About - Tape 1. Role of the 4-H Leader, The 4-H Club Meeting, 4-H Program Planning, Understanding Youth, Teaching Methods for Effective Learning, Finding-Asking and Using Resources.


9. 4-H Then and Now. 15 minutes.

10. 4-H Meeting the Challenges of Tomorrow. University or California


20. Youth Recycling project. 12 minutes.

21. Aquatic Science Unit I. Setting up the aquarium.

22. Aquatic Science Unit I. Beautiful Aquariums, Q&A.

23. Aquatic Science Unit I. Breeding, Bowl.

24. The Winning Look. Explains the importance of dressing appropriately in the business world for job interviewing as well as for continued success on the job. It explains ways of dressing for different situations and how the first impression you give is an important and lasting one.

24a. The Winning Look. Explains the importance of dressing appropriately in the business world for job interviewing as well as for continued success on the job. It explains ways of dressing for different situations and how the first impression you give is an important and lasting one.

25. Opening Doors to the Future.

26. Youth in Action for Diversity with workbook.


28. How to Pay for College.

33. You Know Us if You Know The Inside Story...The Whole Story”. National 4-H Council.


Slides:
2. "Madera County 4-H Program". 76 slides. No script or cassette.
7. About Cameras. Illustrates the principal of the camera and how it works. Covers the construction of a pinhole camera.

II. DEMONSTRATION-SPEECHES

Videos:
101. 4-H Communications: Making the Best Better.
102. 4-H Demonstrations.
103. 4-H Presentation Video by Chevron.
105. Say It Better-Fearless Public Speaking
106. 4H Presentation - Let’s Get Started
107. Presentation Day Training Emerald Star by Patrick Cline

Slides:
III. HOME ECONOMICS

Videos:
202. Look Changers. A top image management consultant and author, Judith Rasband, demonstrates how to change the look of a basic outfit for a variety of styles, looks and occasions.

203. Stretching Your Clothing. Examines how redesigning, recycling and adding accessories allows you to enlarge your wardrobe with minimum of expense. Shows how a base outfit can be used to create a variety of looks.

204. Clothing Dollars and Sense. Includes workbook. Wardrobe inventory, purchasing decisions.

205. Cake Decorating.


207. Dairy does a body good.

208. All about eggs. 15 minutes. Discussion for today’s consumer.


210. Setting the table. Three main types of table settings are described and shown: 1. family style; 2. buffet style; 3. formal service.

211. Food Safety. Best way to prepare, store and maintain food so that it is at its best and healthiest. Different forms of food poisoning and their symptoms and treatments are discussed.

212. Timing and organization in food preparation. Five steps to achieve this are thoroughly covered.

213. Wise Food Shopping. Four helpful shopping rules included: 1. Don’t shop when hungry; and 4. Read label for nutrition information and compare cost.

214. Pack It Light, Pack it Right. How to select, coordinate and pack seven days worth of clothes into one travel bag. A wide variety of useful tips and information is offered.


218. Hemming Stitches.

IV. ANIMAL SCIENCE

Videos:
Beef
303. Cattle Handling and Transportation.

304. Nutrena Ringmaster Show Beef.

305. 1987 Beef Cattle Fitting & Grooming

Dairy Cattle
401. Dairy Safety: It’s No Accident.

402. Dairy Cattle Judging Contest.

403. VEP Judging Dairy Cattle.

Dog Care & Training/Cats
1600. Caring for your Puppy & Kitten

1600b. Caring for your Puppy & Kitten

1601. Caring for your Adult Dog & Cat

1602. Caring for the Older Dog

1603. Basic Pet Nutrition for Pet Retailers

1604. Watching their Weight

Goat
501. Goat preparation for showing. 35 minutes. Emerald Star project.

502. Goat Showmanship video - Emerald Star by Kelly Lee

Horse
601. Loading and Hauling Tips. 60 minutes.

602. Groom for the Bloom. Emerald Star project.

603. You and Your Horse - Rider Skills

604. You and Your Horse - Basic Maneuvers

605. Every Time........ Every Ride

606. A Little Horse Sense

1. Tape 1- Handling & Moving the Horse

2. Tape 2 - Basic Horse Care & Grooming

3. Tape 3 - Tack and Equipment Basics

4. Tape 4 - Get on, Stay on, Get off

5. Tape 5 - Rider Body Language & Safety

6. Tape 6 - Basic Riding Safety
Martha Josey: Championship Barrel Racing

Poultry
701. Poultry Judging. 96 minutes
702. Poultry Science and Careers.

Rabbit
801. Rabbit Showmanship and Medicating.
804. So you want to Waze a Rabbit.
805. Nutrena Ringmaster Show Rabbit.

Sheep
901a. Ringmaster Show Lamb.
901b. Nutrena Ringmaster Show Lamb
901c. Ringmaster Show Lamb
902. Sheep Shearing.
903. Club Lamb Fungus Disease (Sheep Ringworm)

Swine
1001. Swine Handling and transportation.
1002. Nutrena Ringmaster Show Hog.
1002b. Nutrena Ringmaster Show Hog.
1003. A.I. By Stacey Visscher
1005. Dangers of Domestic Dogs.

Animal Rights:
1500. Animal Ag Myths and Facts
1501. What’s The Beef?
1502. I Care.
1503. A Step Beyond: “A Question of Ethics”
1504. A Step Beyond: “A Question of Ethics”

Slides:
Beef
4. "Be a Better Angus Judge."

Horse
1. "Horse Breeds and Color Type". 28 slides.

Lamb
1. "ANormal Lambing", 21 slides and script by Carrie Camarillo, Emerald Star.
2. "Sheep Breed Identification". 60 slides and booklet by Cal Poly.

Rabbits
1. "Rabbit Raising". 65 slides, script and cassette by Jennifer Henderson and Tasha Manfredi, Emerald Star.

Swine

V. LIVESTOCK JUDGING

Videos
1400. 1994 Livestock Judging Contest
1401. VEP Judging Beef Breeding Cattle
1402. VEP Beef Judging Practice Classes with Reasons
1403. VEP Judging Market Lambs
1404. VEP Sheep Judging Practice Classes with Reasons
1405. VEP Judging Market Swine
1406. VEP Swine Judging Practice Classes
1407. Swine Judging/Swine Evaluation

Slides:
VI. MECHANICAL SCIENCE

Video
1101. Small Engines with workbook.

1102. 4-H Mechanical Science projects. Electrical, small engines, woodworking.

Slides
   Unit 1: "You the Car and the World Out There". Slides #37-48
   Unit 2: "The Car's in Your Hands". Slides #49-60.
   Unit 3: "Where the Power Comes From". Slides #61-72.
2. Part 2: Mechanical/4-H Wheels. Slides and cassettes
   Unit 4: "Power to the Wheels". Slides #73-84.
   Unit 5: "Where the Rubber Meets the Road". Slides #85-96.
   Unit 6: "Car Buymanship". Slides #97-108.
   Unit 7: "Inspection and Car Care". Slides #109-120.
   Unit 8: "Here a Dollar There a Dollar". Slides #121-132.
   Unit 9: "Trip Planning". Slides #133-144.
   Unit 10: "The Accident Scene". Slides #145-156.
   Unit 11: "Tune Up the Engine". Slides #157-168.
   Unit 12: "Accidents Their Cause and Cure". Slides #169-180.

VII. NATURAL RESOURCES

Videos
1201. Mountain Erosion Control and Brush Management - USDA.


1203. Land of Various Resources - Madera County. 12 minutes.

1204. California's Mono Indians, UC 1990. 56 minutes.

1205. Looking back to the Future, UCD 1990. 28 minutes. Cultural preservation and range management.

1206. 4-H Oak tree project. 14 minutes.

1207. Living Among California's Oaks

VIII. PLANT SCIENCE

Videos
1301. Flower arranging is for everyone.

1302. Flower arranging is for everyone.

1303. Techniques in Flower Judging.

1304. The Joy of Flower Arranging - Volume I. Topics - Selection, cutting, preparation and designing floral arrangements. 1 hour.

1305. The Joy of Flower Arranging - Volume II. How to dry and preserve flowers and foliage and how to use them in arrangements. 1 hour.

Slides:
1. "Terrarium/Dish Gardens". 1975 by Anna Marie Perry, 4-H Assistant.